Shared campus of the University and Oulu UAS: New areas of the relocating faculties
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Shared campus of the University of Oulu and Oulu UAS

Oulu UAS (Oulu University of Applied Sciences, OAMK) will be relocated during 2019-2020 in Linnanmaa in the current facilities of Humanities and Education, the Zoological Museum, and the former facilities of Biology.

Faculties of Humanities and Education will relocate to the center of the campus.

Information Processing Sciences (TOL) will relocate in stages to Tietotalo.

Plans to relocate the Zoological Museum to the Botanical Gardens.

Relocations in the University take place in 2017-2018. The schedule will be clarified during project planning.
Humanities relocating to the west part of campus

Humanities will relocate in the western part of the campus on the first and third floors in the current facilities of TOL, optoelectronics, and nearby areas.

TOL will relocate in stages in Tietotalo 1 to the other operations of the Faculty of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering (ITEE).

Substitute facilities for teaching will be constructed on the first floor on the east and west sides.
Education relocates in the west part of campus

Education will relocate in the first, second and third floors of the west part of the campus, vacated by the Faculty of Science, and in some of the facilities in the current Chemistry on the third floor.

Substitute facilities for teaching will be constructed on the first floor on the east and west sides.
Other facility changes

TOL will relocate in stages in Tietotalo 1 in connection with other operations of ITEE

There are plans to relocate the research and exhibition operations of the Zoological Museum in the Botanical Gardens

Financial Services service point will relocate in the second floor of the west part of the campus, above Tellus Innovation Arena

Schedule will get clearer during project planning

Oulu Business School will not relocate, which had been under consideration
Planning stages of the shared campus

1. Oulu UAS resolution 31.10.2016
2. Preliminary Oulu UAS-University facilities location planning
   - Presenting the alternatives to deans 16.11.2016
   - Resolution on location area 25.11.2016 deans (Hum., Edu., ITEE)
   - Announcement: Faculty staff and students 29.11.2016
3. Defining the Hum.-Edu.-ITEE facilities needs
   - Brainstorm events: Project frames, needs of University, units and students
   - Schedule for facilities arrangements, construction work, and moving
   - Construction and relocating
Facilities will be renovated, taking into account the required alterations and fundamental improvement work already done.

Planning the facilities will start with shared brainstorming sessions for staff and students, where the frames or the project and needs of units and students are defined.

For the actual project planning and alteration work, the unit and students will name their contact persons.

EVERYTHING will become clearer during project planning, including schedules.
What next

- The defining of operational and facility needs of units and students, brainstorms, workshops, etc. will be started
- Locating planning of units will be continued and clarified
- Stage schedules for facility organising and projects will be drafted and coordinated with the Oulu UAS projects
- In project planning, projects will get a facilities program, scale, time schedule, and target price estimate
- Continuing of looking into the shared use options of University of Oulu and Oulu UAS facilities